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Photographs capturing the darker side of
motherhood
Rachel Papo’s new photo book, 'It’s Been Pouring', documents mothers in their most

vulnerable moments.

By Christina Elia | 09 August 2022, 4:51pm
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It’s a mother’s worst fear: to spend nine months giddy with anticipation, eager to meet the tiny

being growing inside you, only to be overwhelmed by the suspicion that something isn’t right.

What’s usually a chapter full of joy and precious milestones starts to sour, and the burden of

existence becomes too much to handle. People say it’s probably a case of the ‘baby blues,’

and in due course, like everything, the phase should pass. But what happens when it doesn’t?

Postpartum depression manifests

in a variety of ways, from

anxiety to insomnia, irritability

and difficulty bonding with one’s

baby. Some women cope with

symptoms that seem

contradictory to the condition’s

typical perception, like irrational overprotectiveness, while others don’t notice they’re afflicted,

attributing their despair to the regular fatigue of parenting. For Rachel Papo, the revelation

struck after she had her son in 2013, though the photographer realizes she also showed

symptoms after her daughter was born in 2010. It would take lots of reflection for her to fully

grasp that the rollercoaster of emotions she endured subsequent to both births — the exhaustion,

the withdrawal, the paralyzing dread — was textbook postpartum depression. 

Medication helped her pull through, providing a path out of the darkness and a return to her

normal routine. Then, around a year or two after having her son, Rachel began to conceive a

new project inspired by her plight. In a departure from previous topics she’d pursued during her

career as a photojournalist, she wanted to explore the complexity of postpartum depression not

only on an individual level, but as a larger social issue. “My work is usually based on some

kind of straightforward experience, whether with portraiture or documentary photography,”

Rachel says. “I never thought I’d be interested in depressed mothers with their babies because I

couldn’t think of a more boring picture. I wanted my project to be a bit more engaging, so I

found themes in my own story and expanded upon them.” 

Assuming she wasn’t alone in her troubles, she set out to find other mothers who had similar

experiences after childbirth. While living in Berlin, Rachel posted about her idea for the project

on a Facebook group for ex-pat parents, asking if anyone would be brave enough to share

their story in an interview. The response she received was mind-boggling. One by one, she

combed through kind messages in support of her concept, and eventually settled on a selection

of women she thought best represented the spectrum of problems caused or exacerbated by

postpartum depression. Her subjects seldom refrained from confiding in a stranger, and amid a

long-awaited catharsis, each let loose a cascade of painful feelings. In Rachel’s own words, “it

was like a waterfall.” 

Years of transcribing, editing, and compiling these anecdotes produced It’s Been Pouring: The

Dark Secret of the First Year of Motherhood, a new photo book available for pre-order from

Kehrer Verlag. Showcasing around 60 compelling color images, alongside poignant

interviews, emails, and texts, the monograph documents ordinary mothers in their bleakest

moments, merging their accounts with Rachel’s to chronicle a genuine tale of devastation.

“Postpartum depression is well-known, but people still choose to look the other way,” she says.

“In this project, I shine a direct light on the experience of these mothers, without any relief.

Though it’s shocking and difficult, I believe it’s necessary to see.” Rather than present a universal

understanding of motherhood, Rachel draws upon different sources to unmask the so-called

‘miracle of birth,’ exposing the suffering sometimes left behind in its wake.

Categorized by common motifs,

the book adheres to a

chronological structure, guiding

readers through a series of

reconstructed testimonies. First,

there’s the birthing process,

followed by the psychology of

postpartum depression, between obsession, sadness, rage, and guilt. A significant portion of

the work also examines identity, referencing the archetype of the doting mother and how many

try, though often fail, to measure up to the cultural ideal of a housewife or caregiver. Scattered

journal entries and texts paint a vivid picture of moms in the throes of postpartum depression,

revealing the anguish many refuse to admit out loud. (“I put my hand over [my baby’s] mouth

last night,” one message says.) It’s Been Pouring tackles all of these traumatic memories head-

on, every page soaked in staggering vulnerability. 

"When he cried, I hated him,” reads one passage by a mother named Anita. “It sounds

horrible to say that, but I was so angry and resentful of him — that this happened to me, this

happened to my body, this happened to my beautiful water-birthing story, this happened to my

relationship with my husband — that I was pushing everyone away from me."

Few of the interviewed moms

make an official appearance in

the collection of images.

Instead, moody shots of

sleeping babies, gloomy

landscapes, and other abstract

representations are arranged at

random, evoking a sensation of internal turmoil. “My photos come from a very emotional

place,” Rachel says. “The ones I took on my phone, for me, are the most powerful. I remember

exactly where I was, what I was doing, and how I felt at that moment.” One image of a family

framed by fallen autumn foliage may seem mundane on the surface but, in reality, it’s where

Rachel had an awful panic attack. In the cover photo — captured in a steamy bathroom with

her congested son — two tired eyes poke out from beneath the haze, fighting to break through

the literal and figurative fog. 

By the time It’s Been Pouring came to fruition, Rachel had already conquered the demons she

faced during those vast and dreary days. Still, while the process didn’t drastically improve her

experience, it gave her the closure she needed to accept her feelings and move forward with

life. She hopes the book will do the same for other women, and continue the conversation

about how to champion systemic change, whether with extended maternity leave, government-

funded childcare, or wider access to therapy. At the very least, she strives to supply new

mothers with the tools required to express their heartache, just like the project did for her way

back when. “It helped me talk about it openly, to stand up and say, ‘I had postpartum

depression,’’ Rachel finishes. “That was something I could never say before.”

‘It’s Been Pouring: The Dark Secret Of The First Year Of Motherhood’ is available for pre-order

from Kehrer Verlag.

Credits

All photos courtesy of the artist.
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Intimate photos of working-class life in
Appalachia
In her new monograph 'As It Was Give(n) To Me', Stacy Kranitz documents her travels to

challenge deep-rooted stereotypes about the region.

By Christina Elia | 09 June 2022, 1:20pm
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For Stacy Kranitz, confronting the complicated tradition of documentary photography means

reckoning with a long history of colonialism and capitalism. The question of how these three

forces intersect to exploit vulnerable populations shapes her practice, which, at its core, calls

attention to the medium’s limitations by subverting what we inherently perceive as true or false.

“The threshold for what kind of photography is sensitive or insensitive isn’t just about the photos,”

Stacy says. “It’s also dependent on personal experience or someone’s relationship to poverty

and class. The concept of poverty porn is vague, and that’s really interesting to me.”

Stacy discovered her love for photography in college, intrigued by its immediacy and how she

could simply step outside with her camera, into a world of infinite possibilities. Once she

graduated, she juggled gigs as an assignment photographer for different magazines and

newspapers, a job she maintains with current clients such as National Geographic, Vanity Fair,

and The Atlantic. Still, even after a few years in the industry, something seemed amiss, causing

her to feel disillusioned with her creative work. In 2010, she decided to pursue her broadest

project to date, setting her sights on the rolling hills and Smoky Mountains of an often

misunderstood terrain.

“I took a step back to see what I

really wanted from

photography,” Stacy says. “I

realized my work had been

living on the surface of an idea

and I wanted to make work that

lived the actual idea.”

Over the last 12 years, Stacy traveled through parts of Kentucky, North Carolina, Tennessee

and Virginia to examine how photography can reinforce and debunk deep-rooted biases.

Rather than portraying Appalachia as poverty-stricken or selectively focusing on its positive

aspects, she sought to capture the complexity of rural, working-class life from a nuanced

viewpoint. “Something about asserting right and wrong onto a work inevitably makes me hate

it,” Stacy says. “Photography best illuminates societal problems when it exists in an ambiguous

place.” As It Was Give(n) To Me, a monograph available for pre-order through Twin Palms

Publishers, follows her exploration through a collection of 187 candid color photographs, some

of which are accompanied by drawings, maps and other ephemera.

Recalling a classic colonial   chronology, the book is divided into multiple chapters: Arrival,

Exploration, Extraction, Mutiny and Salvation. Stacy modeled this narrative structure after a

catalog of paintings about Daniel Boone, a frontiersman who encouraged westward

expansion into present-day Kentucky and incessant brutality against Native Americans. As It

Was Give(n) To Me features similarly frenetic pacing, beginning with calmer images like

children riding bikes in ‘Arrival’ and culminating in ‘Mutiny,’ which captures cars ablaze, women

rolling in the dirt and other hectic scenes. Interspersed clippings from a weekly column in The

Mountain Eagle, a Kentucky newspaper, share anonymous opinions on anything from the

opioid crisis to political polarization or systemic discrimination in healthcare.

“If you take mining out of here, do you think Walmart is going to stay?” one passage asks. “Do

you think any of these places are going to stay with just minimum wage jobs? You better thank

a miner, because without them this place would be a ghost town.”

Appalachia started experiencing the detrimental effects of coal mining in the 19th century, after

the industry stripped the region of natural resources and left indigenous inhabitants landless.

Standards of living had scarcely improved when President Lyndon B. Johnson declared a “war

on poverty” during his 1964 State of the Union address, prompting a slew of government-

funded programs to reduce economic scarcity, enrich society, and uplift those whom the

American Dream had excluded. Appalachia became ground zero for the initiative. Journalists

and news crews swarmed the region, ultimately typecasting its inhabitants as down-and-out or

undignified. While many of these programs have now seen severe reductions in aid, the cruel

stereotypes continue to haunt locals like a specter of shame.

“I was drawn to Appalachia because I was interested in the failure of objectivity, specifically

looking at a place where photography had failed the people it was trying to help,” Stacy says.

“I wanted to make work that both critiqued and celebrated the documentary tradition.”

As It Was Give(n) To Me doesn’t attempt to rewrite this problematic past or rectify present

circumstances. It offers an honest glimpse at an ideologically diverse region, juxtaposing

pictures of public school teachers wearing face masks with men flaunting the Confederate flag.

Fascinated by the blurred separation between art and life, Stacy was more than a mere

observer during her journey. She befriended some of her subjects over an extended period of

time, partied with them, and did drugs with them, fully immersing herself in the circles she

captured. This could explain why so many images look casual, shocking, and intimate, like

couples canoodling naked in a hot tub or having passionate sex on a dryer. Everyone goes

about their business as usual, outwardly relaxed in front of the camera.

“My understanding of agency, consent, and the complex power dynamic between

photographer and subject is always changing,” Stacy says. “Developing deep bonds with the

people I photograph is the central reason I continue to pick up a camera and engage with

strangers. The experiences I have are far more interesting to me than the pictures themselves.”

Documenting the shifting

landscape of Appalachia has

also allowed Stacy to reflect on

her role as a record-keeper, in

preserving certain moments or

places long after they’ve

vanished. One somber shot

shows a large, abandoned treehouse in Crossville, Tennessee, originally built in the 90s by a

local minister, Horace Burgess. Over the years, the structure assumed many forms, its first

incarnation being a church where Burgess held Sunday services. Safety code violations

eventually shut the space down, but it was later reborn as an illicit hangout spot, its multi-level

structure the ideal layout for an all-night rager. Then, in 2019, catastrophe struck when the

treehouse caught on fire. It burned down in less than 15 minutes, destroying a piece of history

in the process.

Only debris and memories remain today, reminding us that an image’s significance can

change over time. As she grew more familiar with the multidimensional region, Stacy evolved as

well. It might be easy to miss her self-portraits scattered throughout the book, reimagining herself

as Christy Huddleson, the protagonist from Catherine Marshall’s 1967 historical fiction novel

Christy. Wearing a flowy blue prairie dress in one picture, Stacy stares intensely at the camera,

her presence shattering the illusion of impartiality. She’s cultivated her own unique connection

to Appalachia in the last 12 years, and hopes As It Was Give(n) To Me will spark a

conversation about how marginalized communities continue to suffer, their struggles so

frequently ignored.

“I see photography as a triangle between subject, photographer, and viewer,” Stacy says.

“You don’t need to know every reference to appreciate or value it. I tried to create a book with

multiple entry points because I want viewers to find their own way through these images.”

As It Was Give(n) To Me is available for pre-order from Twin Palm Publishers.

Follow i-D on Instagram and TikTok for more photography.
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Photographing the vibrant subcultures of
downtown Albuquerque
From tattoo parlors to private nightclubs, a new exhibition follows photographer Nathaniel

Tetsuro Paolinelli’s exploration of the city.

By Christina Elia | 28 July 2022, 6:02pm
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Downtown Albuquerque is steeped in legend and homegrown traditions, from offbeat after-

hours spots to all kinds of experimental music and art. The infectious sound of camaraderie

ripples beyond Central Avenue, where the neighborhood’s charm is on full display through a

combination of community and irreplicable style. Souped-up automobiles cruise through city

corridors in an   effervescent expression of individuality, signaling how here, a lowrider isn’t only

a type of car – it’s a flourishing lifestyle. 

Albuquerque-based

photographer Nathaniel Tetsuro

Paolinelli couldn’t help but feel

seduced by the spectacle of it

all. He had lived near

downtown since his childhood,

so the bustling area conjured

equal parts nostalgia and intrigue, beginning when he picked up a camera around 2009.

Though it took him a while to harness the city’s true potential as a subject, he eventually thought

up an exciting project after seeing his hometown from a fresh point of view during the COVID-

19 lockdown.

“I was always trying to travel far away, to take pictures of people in exotic lands or something.

I had some fantasy in my head of what I should be doing,” Nathaniel says. “Because of the

pandemic, I started going out locally with my camera more than ever before. And that

changed everything about my photography.” 

Roaming the streets of Downtown Albuquerque with his Leica Q2, which he never leaves home

without, Nathaniel watched the colorful characters of ‘Duke City’ come to life through his lens.

He prowled tattoo parlors, private nightclubs and more popular hangouts in and around the

area, documenting Indigenous dancers, partygoers in glittering heels and other scenes

epitomizing the city’s eccentric soul. His encounters with these alternative personalities are the

focus of a new exhibition at 516 Arts in Albuquerque: Nathaniel Tetsuro Paolinelli: Downtown.

Featuring 22 captivating black-and-white and color pictures, many of which were taken

between 2017 and 2022, the show sheds light on some of Albuquerque’s most vibrant urban

subcultures, depicting their idiosyncrasies from an authentic insider perspective. 

“I try to capture people having a good time and enjoying themselves. I'm not looking to cast

people in a negative light,” Nathaniel says. “Maybe that’s why my subject matter is a little bit

narrower. These people may look scary on the outside, but most of them are super nice. They

have a different culture, but they're not very different from you and me.”

Gang-related crime, widespread income inequality and a deadly drug epidemic all contribute

to Albuquerque’s seedy reputation. Despite recent strides to revitalize the area, downtown still

lacks the infrastructure of larger cosmopolitan centers across America. There are the usual bars

or restaurants, of course — most of which are interspersed among abandoned office spaces —

but the actual fun often happens outside, away from the rules of licensed establishments. Locals

driven by a DIY spirit spill out onto the sidewalks, fire up their grills and fill coolers to the brim

with cold beers, celebrating nothing in particular besides another memorable day in the

‘Burque.’ Imagine it like a sprawling block party — the ideal atmosphere for a curious-minded

photographer. Soon, everyone knew exactly what to expect when Nathaniel showed up with

his camera. 

“When I did more street

photography, I’d shoot from a

farther distance. But I could

never find the right angles and I

always wanted to go closer,” he

says. “Now I’m really close.

Some of the photos are so

candid because they’ve stopped paying attention to me and I’m just kind of there. I can start

snapping away and nobody cares.” 

Using a fixed focal length forces Nathaniel to stay within spitting distance of his subjects, giving

his images an added sense of liveliness. Somewhere between completely candid and posed,

the dynamic photos immortalize otherwise fleeting situations, like a dolled-up drag queen on a

cigarette break or a classic car rolling up to the smoke shop. A few shots showcase

quintessential New Mexican motifs, as faith and countercultures collide in the form of elaborate

body modifications. Intricate tattoos inspired by religious iconography highlight the shared

humanity of each person Nathaniel photographs. “Without closeness and trust, I wouldn't be

able to make my photos,” he says. “I couldn’t take any of them if I didn’t have access through

my relationships. I try to befriend whoever I meet, even if it’s only for a minute.”

Sometimes all it takes is a second to capture an endearing moment. Once, during a memorial

cruise honoring a resident who died, downtown buzzed with friendly chatter and the clamor of

car horns. A random vehicle paused amid the mayhem, and suddenly, a man popped out to

take a selfie. Nathaniel’s swift instincts kicked in to snap the precise instant the subject struck a

pose, resulting in one of his favorite images in the entire exhibition, Selfie. It’s also one of the

defining photos of his whole downtown collection, encapsulating the remarkable energy of

Albuquerque’s predominantly Latinx lowrider culture. He had impeccable timing too: shortly

after Nathaniel took the photo, the driver hopped back in the car, zooming off quicker than

he’d arrived. 

“Holding up a cell phone with a phone case showing a photo of a young family member is a

perfect representation of the subject’s values,” writes the exhibition’s curator, Daniel Ulibarri, in

an accompanying brochure. “The driver stands on his throne in motion, a symbol of the unique

artistry, community, culture and family of which they are a part. Lowriders, and the people who

create and drive them, embody the heart and spirit of New Mexico.” 

Refusing to be pigeonholed in

what he photographs or

constrained by harmful

stereotypes, Nathaniel cuts

through the noise to represent

the real Albuquerque,

emphasizing the proud people

who’ve helped shape the city into what it is today. Downtown offers a unique opportunity to

explore the metropolis through familiar eyes and get a glimpse of Albuquerque at its finest. “This

is the Albuquerque I see, how I interpret everything around me,” Nathaniel says. “Obviously

that’s not all the city is, but this is my version. It’s my own little slice of reality.”

Nathaniel Tetsuro Paolinelli: Downtown is on view at 516 Arts until September 3rd, 2022.

Follow i-D on Instagram and TikTok for more photography.
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Photographing Eastern Europe’s turmoil in the
90s
Following the fall of the USSR, Robin Graubard travelled the region and documented the

realities of post-Communist society.

By Christina Elia; photos by Robin Graubard | 09 May 2022, 3:54pm
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When Robin Graubard came of age in the 70s and 80s, against the backdrop of the Lower

East Side punk scene, her camera guided her through the extravagant universe of leather

jackets, liberty spikes, and edgy melodies. Photography was a way to make sense of an ever-

changing world, and consequently, her place in it. “I’ve always considered myself a hybrid

artist and photographer,” she tells me. Less interested in nitpicking dates for historical accuracy,

she’s “more so concerned with cultural and social dynamics.” 

Once the early 90s rolled

around, the newspaper Robin

worked for went on strike

indefinitely. Seeking a new

source of inspiration, she

discovered one at a park near

the United Nations in

Manhattan. Protesters were raising awareness about the increasingly bloody territorial conflicts

in Yugoslavia, though they’d been scarcely reported on in mainstream American media. Robin

approached a group of women who were protesting to learn more, and before long, decided

on her next career move. “Some of their stories really touched me,” she says. “After that, I was

determined to capture the war.” 

From 1992 to 1996, Robin traveled across former Yugoslavia, Poland, Albania, Bulgaria, and

Romania with her camera in tow, photographing the brutality of combat, economic collapse,

and the evolution of a post-Communist society following the fall of the USSR. Her niche body of

work focused primarily on women and children, specifically the refugees who fled Eastern

Europe in the face of mounting ethnic tensions. Road To Nowhere, a monograph released by

Loose Joints on April 13th, chronicles Robin’s adventure through a series of 130 unflinching

photographs in both black-and-white and color, most of which went unseen for almost 30

years. 

After flying first to Prague, Robin passed through Serbia, stopping in a small town for the night

before arriving in Belgrade. Hyperinflation had erupted across Yugoslavia by then, causing

widespread starvation as grocery prices soared, gas stations closed, and the national

currency’s value continued to plummet. “Everything looked pretty bleak. Shops were empty,

windows were broken, and people were selling cigarettes on the street,” Robin explains. “My

hotel had no lightbulbs. That was my introduction to war.” She didn’t shy away from similar

scenes of destitution during the rest of her voyage, capturing dilapidated buildings, emaciated

children in orphanages, and civilians suffering from shell shock. 

Violence pervaded her trip,

especially in Bosnia, where

Robin witnessed the beginning

of the Bosnian War and the   

unfathomable atrocities

preceding the Bosnian

genocide, which was largely

fueled by Islamophobia. She recalls walking through Sarajevo with her camera in 1993,

attempting to avoid the infamous ‘sniper alley’ and constant shelling attacks. While other

reporters had the luxury of armored vehicles, Robin did not. Well-acquainted with the perils of

freelance photography, she walked, hitched rides, and picked up odd jobs as she went along,

often enlisting the assistance of local high schoolers to translate the language. By her side in

Serbia amid all the chaos was her longtime companion Cvetko, whom she met early in her

travels and still remembers fondly. 

“After we landed, we got a ride in an armored jeep to the Holiday Inn in Sarajevo, which was

essentially another front line of the war,” Robin writes in the book. “Heavy shelling went on

outside my window every night. I crouched on the floor of my hotel room, thinking it would

protect me. Somehow it did.”

This fusion of autobiographical

and archival elements gives

Road To Nowhere the feeling of

an intimate photo diary. While

her precise timeline remains a

tad hazy, every image evokes

vivid memories for Robin, like

when she saw frontline soldiers casually throwing up peace signs in Grbavica, a residential

quarter on the Serbian side of the border. “I felt like I was taking pictures of kids in Times

Square,” she says. “These were supposed to be the deadliest soldiers in the war.” Another

striking photo captures the calm before the storm: a group of young Muslim soldiers in the

middle of target practice, smiling widely as if to pose for a class picture. In July 1995, about a

year after Robin left Sarajevo, Bosnian Serb forces massacred over 8,000 Muslim men and

boys in Srebrenica, a small mountain town near the city. 

Several of Robin’s photos also document emerging youth subcultures, providing a bit of

positivity during dark times. Her camera occasionally led her to unexpected moments of

camaraderie: teenagers in baggy clothes playing arcade games together, rowdy house guests

dancing on tables, or lovers kissing passionately in the street. Once, as Robin roamed around

Belgrade, she randomly noticed a poster advertising an all-night rock concert and chose to

attend on a whim. Euphoric partygoers raged until the early morning hours, rising from the

ashes to create a temporary oasis of optimism, unity, and bliss.

As for the book’s ambiguous title, Robin doesn’t remember the exact inspiration for Road To

Nowhere — only that she was listening to Cat Stevens when the idea occurred to her. “It means

different things to me at different moments,” she says. “I definitely left it up for interpretation.”

Maybe it’s a pessimistic metaphor for the cycle of violence she observed throughout Eastern

Europe, given how her photos hold more emotional weight in light of Russia’s recent invasion of

Ukraine. Or, we can choose to read the name as a tribute to those refugees who were brave

enough to escape, hoping that even the road to nowhere was worth the risk. 

Road To Nowhere, published by Loose Joints, is out now. 

Follow i-D on Instagram and TikTok for more on culture and photography.
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